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experimental observations have been made. The 0.4mm P
PSLs
withh copper foil reflect the incident signaal while the P
PSLs
withhout the foil exhibit clear resonances thhat shift alongg the
freqquency band ddepending onn the lattice pperiod . Forr the
0.4m
mm PSLs, thee dielectric iss too thin to support a vollume
modde within thhe 140-220 GHz band.
However, the
funddamental TEM
M mode mayy still exist and the obseerved
resoonances are inndicative of ann uncoupled suurface mode w
with a
posssible TEM conntribution.

Abbstract—Structtures based on
n a periodic surrface lattice (P
PSL) of
planar geometryy have been stu
udied. It is shoown that volum
me and
su
urface fields can couple to form a cavity eigen
nmode,
deemonstrating tthe potential ffor novel mm-wave sourcess when
coombined in app
propriate configurations with
h an electron beeam.

I. INTR
RODUCTION

E

xploitation and control of EM fieldss inside and on
o the
surface off periodic laattices is fuundamental tto the
realization of compact, high-power coherent
c
sourcces, in
the GHz-THz raange [1,2]. Peeriodic surfacee lattices (PSL
Ls) [3]
caan be made byy introducing shallow perioodic perturbatiions to
a metal surfacee and have beeen shown too facilitate coupling
beetween volumee and surface fields, resultinng in formatioon of a
caavity eigenmoode. In previoous work, a dispersion reelation
deescribing couppling of volum
me and surfacee fields insidee a 2D
PS
SL of cylindriical topology was derived [4]. It was shown
that, under cerrtain conditions, the structture can suppport a
Chherenkov instaability [3-5], ddemonstrating its potential ffor use
in high power, ccoherent sourcces.
In this work,, a planar struucture with a shallow chesssboard
coorrugation is cconsidered (figg.1). Since thee corrugation height
is much smallerr than the operrating wavelenngth, the latticce may
bee described as a high-im
mpedance surrface, or efffective
m
metadielectric. The structuree resembles a Fabry-Perot cavity,
c
wiith the lattice acting as one of the mirrorss, and is mounnted on
a ddielectric wavveguide, with a thin copper ffoil backing (ssecond
m
mirror). The volume mode trapped inside tthe dielectric acts
a as
a global oscillaator and ensurres synchronizzation of indiividual
latttice elementss, while the suurface currentts excited alonng the
booundaries of each cell allow a “crross-talk” beetween
neeighboring latttice cells.

PSL with a lattice period of 1.774mm,
Fig.11. Photograph off copper planar P
obtaiined through a proocess of chemicall etching using FR
R-4 dielectric.

Fig.22. Photograph off experimental sett-up. Scattering pparameters of thee PSL
are m
measured at varioous incident anglees using a pair of G-band horns atttached
to 1440-220 GHz headds and connected tto a Vector Netwoork Analyzer (VN
NA).

m, in the pressence
Incrreasing the dielectric thicknness to 0.8mm
of ccopper foil, reesults in muchh sharper resoonances (~-400dB).
Althhough there is
i a slight freequency shiftt with period,, the
posiition of thesse resonancess is limited within a naarrow
freqquency range (~145-165
(
GH
Hz) for all latttice periods. H
Here,
the volume fieldd inside the dielectric
d
is ccoupling withh the
t periodic surface
s
as desired, resultinng in
surfface field at the
eigeenmode formaation (fig.3). T
This phenomeenon can be cleearly
seenn when the coopper foil is prresent, increassing the qualitty of
the cavity structuure and better ssynchronizingg the modes. S
Such
n
a hiigh-Q cavity can form thee interaction rregion of a novel
coherent source eexcited by a suuitable electronn beam [6,7].
S
Samples withoout the coppper foil backiing and idenntical
wavveguide dimennsions have electromagnettic responses that
have some similaarities due to thhe common voolume field w
within
F
comparres 0.8mm thhick samples with
the dielectric. Fig.4
diffferent lattice periods (1.744mm and 1.944mm). A shift in
freqquency of appproximately 100 GHz is obseerved betweenn the
twoo sets of resonnances, with tthose at the hhigher frequenncies
corrresponding to the smaller lattice periodd. This frequuency

II. RESULTS
P
PSLs have beeen constructeed through a pprocess of cheemical
etcching, using pprinted circuit board (PCB) w
with a 35
ccopper
cooating and FR--4 dielectric (ffig.1). A set of
o PSLs with period
1.50mm, 1.62mm, 1.774mm and 1.94mm have been
etcched onto PC
CB samples of various thhicknesses (0.4mm,
0.8mm and 1.6m
mm) both withh and without the copper baacking,
to investigate thhe fundamentaal EM propertiies of the PSLs.
Due to variattions in the dieelectric permiittivity quotted for
FR
R-4, and sincee the dielectricc influences tthe properties of the
voolume mode, direct
d
measureements of
hhave been maade for
eaach sample using
u
a channge in phasee method annd by
esstablishing the number of waavelengths wiithin the materrial for
eaach case. Valuues of
4
4.45;
4.71; 5.6
69 were deterrmined
foor the 1.6mm
m, 0.8mm andd 0.4mm subbstrates respecctively
shhowing a signiificant fluctuattion between ssamples.
The experim
mental set-up iis illustrated iin fig.2. Maxximum
poower response is obtainedd by setting the angle oof the
receiving hornn equal to tthe incident angle. Interresting

1

operate within the 325-500 GHz band. Numerical modelling is
being carried out to further understand the coupling of volume

shift suggests that the surface field is influencing the behavior
of the volume field. The weaker reflection off the back surface
of the dielectric, compared with when the copper foil is
present may be expected to produce a lower Q volume mode,
insufficient to provide the strong synchronization necessary
for coherent scattering and clear eigenmode formation as
observed in fig.3.
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Fig.5 Reflected signal from 1.6mm structure with lattice period 1.94mm and
copper foil for various angles of irradiation. The green, purple, orange and
red plots correspond to incident angles of 40°, 35°, 30° and 25° respectively.
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and surface modes at the lattice interface and the effect of
varying dielectric and lattice parameters.
Using CST
Microwave Studio, a single unit cell is irradiated by plane
waves over a range of angles and the scattering parameters are
measured by a “Floquet” port. An alternative approach
involves modelling a small section of the structure to provide
a more realistic representation of the experiment by taking into
account phenomena such as edge effects. All the PSLs
considered are scalable and these concepts are applicable to a
broad range of frequencies including THz and infrared.

Fig.3 Coherent eigenmode formation due to coupling of surface and volume
fields in a PSL with lattice period 1.94mm, dielectric thickness 0.8mm, and a
35
copper foil backing.
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III. SUMMARY
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The coupling between volume and surface modes and
coherent eigenmode formation in PSL structures has been
successfully demonstrated. It has been shown that the
parameters of these structures must be carefully chosen to
facilitate the resonant coupling of modes. When the necessary
conditions are met, these structures can provide an interaction
region for novel, coherent sources of radiation.
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Fig.4 Reflected signal from PSL structures with 0.8mm dielectric substrate
with no copper foil backing, irradiated at an incident angle of 30°. The red
and blue plots correspond to lattice periods of 1.74mm and 1.94mm
respectively. 3 resonances can be identified in each case.
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For the set of 1.6mm samples the resonances are less welldefined and not as constrained, possibly due to absorptive
losses within the dielectric and also the capability of the
thicker dielectric waveguide to become over-moded. The plot
provided in fig.5 demonstrates less coherent eigenmode
formation for a 1.6mm thick sample with lattice period
1.94mm and copper backing. Around 150 GHz a resonance
(~-10dB) is observed, similar to that shown in fig.3. In this
case other effects are also present and the volume and surface
modes are not tied down to one particular frequency.
For all the structures, the exact position of the resonances is
dependent on the angle of irradiation. Fig. 5 shows the
variation of frequency with angle. For the 150 GHz resonance
the frequency shifts up with increasing angle. However, for
the resonance observed around 210 GHz, the opposite is true.
Extending the work in this paper will involve studying PSLs
at higher frequencies. New samples are being designed to
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